Total hip arthroplasty and cardiovascular complications: a review
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Abstract: Most adverse events following total hip arthroplasty (THA) are uncommon and preventable or treated easily as expected. Adverse effects related to any major surgical procedure, including anesthesia, performing with other medical problems, drugs, and allergic reactions, might also occur. Potential cardiovascular complications are known to occur during or following THA and will be reviewed here. Complications can be categorized as myocardial infarction, cardiac arrest, thromboembolism, and so on. Special considerations in cardiovascular procedures are also reviewed in this paper.
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Introduction

The incidence rate of hip fractures is one in 280,000 Americans yearly,1 with 90% of fractures occurring in people aged more than 65 years.2 Hip fractures are the second major reason of referral to the hospital in people more than 65 years old in the USA.3

It has been estimated that by 2040, the prevalence of greater than 65-year-old population will change from 34.8 to 77.2 million, and the rate of hip fractures will probably increase to more than 500,000 in 1 year.4 Total joint arthroplasty (TJA) is a favorable operation, which can enhance hip and knee arthritis patients’ activities and improve their quality of life. In spite of its nature and safety, it is associated with some adverse outcomes, which could threaten the results of the procedure and result in patients’ mortality.5-7

Development of different surgical approaches has led to a significant decline in post-elective joint arthroplasty (JA) fatality.8 These improvements and recent emphasis on preventive medicines has led to higher life expectancy and elevation of age and patients survival undergoing JA.9 The request for primary total hip arthroplasty (THA) and total knee arthroplasty (TKA) is growing worldwide.10 Therefore, an increase in incidence of adverse events following JA is the rationale for more pre- and postoperative supervision.11 THA is the mainstay of practice for management of patients with various degenerative hip disorders. Reliable long-term functional and general health improvements have been reported by many authors after this operation.12

Blom et al assessed early mortality following primary THA and reported 90-day mortality as 17/1,727 (1%). This index was 0.2% in patients younger than 70 years of age, 1.3% in patients between 70 and 80 years, and 2.5% in those older than 80 years. Other causes for mortality were as follows: seven due to ischemic heart disease, four due to cerebrovascular disorders, two with pulmonary embolism, and four patients from nonvascular etiologies. Ischemic heart disease was the most common cause of vascular deaths.13
Myocardial infarction
During the operation, cardiovascular adverse events are the most common post-TJA complications, mostly attributable to myocardial infarction (MI).\textsuperscript{14,15} Due to improved surgical and anesthetic approaches, in recent years, some surgeons believe the risk of MI to be low and decide upon early discharge of a patient. Several concurrent changes challenge this assumption. There has been a significant progress in the management of coronary artery disease (CAD).\textsuperscript{16} Therefore, the survival rate of high-risk CAD patients has also shown an increasing trend; however, the frequency of conditions which need a surgical intervention is also increasing, such as severe knee and hip osteoarthritis. The second issue is the changing attitude toward increase of medical care, especially surgeries in geriatric medicine for better care. Because of mentioned alterations (in improvement in management of CAD and changing attitudes), the present incidence and time of occurrence of MIs are uncertain.\textsuperscript{17} The tendency to lower hospital stay duration is very appealing for physicians, hospital managers, and patients. However, because of the older age of patients, who might be accompanied with comorbidities, this should be done with greater caution. It has been reported that a 3-day delay in discharge after TJA could identify cardiac attacks at the hospital in 83% of the subjects.\textsuperscript{17}

Gill et al reported the death rate from cardiac causes to be between 0.2% and 0.29% and identified older age and previous cardiovascular disease as the two major risk factors for mortality.\textsuperscript{18} Postoperative MI or cardiac arrest, which needs cardiac pulmonary resuscitation (0.36%) and pulmonary embolism (0.31%), is reported as a major systemic complication.\textsuperscript{19} Other studies on patients with THA have shown a slight increase in the rates of acute MI in 4–6 weeks (0.5%–0.9%) and pulmonary embolism (0.8%).\textsuperscript{20,21} Singh et al\textsuperscript{21} mentioned that 90-day complication rates after TJA were: cardiac, 6.9%; thromboembolic, 4.0%; and mortality, 0.7%. Pulido et al\textsuperscript{11} evaluated in-hospital complications after 8,230 THAs. They reported 486 major systemic adverse events, which were pulmonary embolism (31.27%), tachyarrhythmia (18.93%), and acute MI (7.40%).

Parvizi et al\textsuperscript{22} evaluated systemic and local complications related to primary unilateral lower-extremity arthroplasties in 1,636 patients (966 patients with primary THA and 670 with primary TKA), and all in-hospital and out-hospital complications (6 weeks after surgery) were recorded. The rate of in-hospital mortality was 0.06% (one patient). In total, 104 life-threatening adverse events were recorded and the five most frequent events were tachyarrhythmia (34/104), pulmonary emboli (25/104), acute renal failure (14/104), pulmonary edema or congestive heart failure (10/104), and MI and stroke (12/104). Dy et al\textsuperscript{23} indicated that older patients (more than 75 years old) needed to be following up for ruling out MI in bilateral concurrent total hip replacement (THR). However, the rate of verified MI was statistically not different between individuals older and younger than 75 years, indicating that bilateral concurrent THR is safe. Belmont et al\textsuperscript{19} indicated that the most systemic adverse effects of THR observed during the 30-day follow-up period were septic shock (0.59%), MI or cardiac arrest needing resuscitation (0.36%), and pulmonary embolism (0.31%). Patterson et al\textsuperscript{24} demonstrated in their study that seven patients had a heart attack after undergoing hip arthroplasty with a cemented long-stem femoral element. Four perioperative mortality cases and three resuscitated-survived patients were reported. Evaluated cofactors were older age, osteoporotic bone, a previously undisturbed intramedullary canal, and utilizing long-stem femoral component and several batches of methylmethacrylate. Therefore, hip arthroplasty with a long-stem femoral component is related to potential risk in patients. Fallon et al\textsuperscript{25} reported on a 78-year-old female with a history of stable angina and metastatic breast cancer needing a cemented hemiarthroplasty for her pathologic left subcapital fracture. Perioperative hypotension and cardiac arrest during the cementing of the canal and insertion of the femoral prosthesis occurred and successful intraoperative resuscitation was performed. However, after transferring the patient to the intensive care unit, she died after 1 day because of fat embolization.

Risk factors associated with myocardial infarction
Gandhi et al demonstrated 1.8% perioperative MI and 0.2% MI-related in-hospital mortality in 3,471 patients who underwent TJA, including 1,479 THAs and 1,992 TKAs. Of the 63 patients in their MI cohort, 71.4% of patients presented at least one cardiac risk factor. In their assessment, diabetes mellitus (DM) and an American Society of Anesthesiologists’ (ASA) classification equal to 3 were marked as predictors of perioperative MI.\textsuperscript{17} Mantilla et al found a correlation between increased risk of perioperative MI and age of more than 70 years and male gender, reporting a total MI rate of 0.4%, which increased to 1.6% in patients more than 80 years old.\textsuperscript{14} In another study, multivariate logistic regression analysis showed that ASA class between III and IV (6.1-fold) and increased Deyo-Charlson comorbidity score (1.2-fold) were related to increased odd of 90-day cardiac event in patients without known history of cardiac problems who had...
undergone THA. The risk factors for 90-day cardiac event in subjects with known history of cardiac problems were ASA class III–IV (4.4-fold), male gender (0.5-fold), and previous thromboembolic disease (3.2-fold). Dy et al21 revealed that DM (1.55-fold) and hypertension (1.56-fold) were independent risk factors for post-THA MI. The risk of postoperative MI increased significantly by each risk factor, 128% increase in postoperative MI will occur. Mantilla et al26 evaluated the importance of anemia in risk prediction of perioperative MI and death in 391 patients who had undergone hip or knee arthroplasty and encountered mortality or MI within 30 days of index surgery. Their results showed after adjustment of other confounders, neither anemia (hemoglobin [Hb] lower than 12 g/dL in females and less than 13 g/dL in males) was a significant independent risk factor for death or MI, nor was Hb when considered as a continuous variable. They demonstrated that cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, or pulmonary disease and history of recent malignancy were major important risk factors for death or MI.

Thromboembolism
Thromboembolic disease is a complication that presents the highest risk of perioperative mortality following THA. They, who have had such surgery, comprise the largest risk group of post-surgical patients. Stasis due to torsion tourniquet of the lower limb during surgery, as well as intimal injury, has been mentioned in the etiology of post-hip arthroplasty thromboembolic events, yet the precise etiology remains uncertain. The rate of occurrence of lower-extremity deep vein thrombosis (DVT) has been between 8% and 70%. Without thromboprophylaxis, perioperative mortality from pulmonary embolus occurs in 2%–3% of patients. With thromboprophylaxis, the rate of post-discharge fatal pulmonary embolism is 0.1% at 90 days, postoperatively.27 While some form of prophylaxis is warranted, the challenge for the orthopedic surgeon is to balance the risk of a major thromboembolic event with the risk of bleeding resulting from the utility of an anticoagulant agent.28 Regarding patients with thromboprophylaxis, after total or partial hip arthroplasty and before hospital discharge, a recent analysis of the rates of inpatient venous thromboembolism (VTE) showed 21,369 patients in 27 randomized trials, and observational studies were estimated in a meta-analysis.29 Symptomatic postoperative VTE before hospital discharge occurred in 0.53% (95% CI: 0.35 to 0.7), symptomatic DVT in 0.26% (95% CI: 0.14 to 0.37), and pulmonary embolism in 0.14% of patients (95% CI: 0.07 to 0.21). Singh et al reported no significant predictors of thromboembolism in patients with THA.21 Dy et al23 mentioned that risk for VTE did not change significantly with one, two, or three risk factors, yet reached statistical significance when all four risk factors were present (3.20-fold higher). White and Henderson98 indicated that important risk factors related to the development of post-hip surgery VTE included previous VTE, obesity (BMI >25 kg/m²), post-surgical ambulation delay, and female gender. Factors related to lower risk included Asian/Pacific Islander ethnicity, post-surgical pneumatic compression utility in non-obese patients, and post-discharge extended thromboprophylaxis. Zhang et al31 explained post-hip arthroplasty risk factors for VTE in their meta-analysis including 14 retrospective case-control/prospective cohort investigations, with 1,723,350 subjects. The three most common risk factors for post-THA VTE beyond all the 10 assessed factors were previous VTE, varicose vein, and congestive cardiac failure. They also showed that VTE risk increased between 8% and 30% in the following order: female gender < age ≥ 80 years < hypertension < active cancer < obesity < black race. DM was not related to post-THA VTE. Charen et al32 demonstrated that previous VTE, Factor V Leiden disorder, and general anesthesia utility were significant risk factors for postoperative VTE. Prevention is the key to minimizing the risk of thromboembolism following THA. A plethora of medications and therapeutic modalities have been utilized for prophylaxis.

Special considerations
Total hip arthroplasty in heart transplant patients
Leon et al33 assessed the safety and effectiveness of cementless THA in heart transplant patients (24 cementless THAs in 18 patients with advanced avascular necrosis of the femoral head [AVNFH] in hip joint: stage II affecting >15% of the articular surface, THAs are classified into stages I, II, II based on Ficat -Arlet classification) with 35.4 months mean follow-up after a heart transplant procedure. Results showed significant improvement in pain and function scores without any evidence of component loosening, heart-related complications, or post-THA infection. Therefore, cementless THA is a rationale remedial choice in AVNFH after heart transplant procedures.

Heart transplant patients are good candidates for cementless THA operation considering their immunocompromised state, age, and negative effect of steroids on implant osseointegration. Sufficient outcomes can be achieved without any need for specific intraoperative or postoperative measures in these subjects.34
Cement-related hypotension

The occurrence of acute hypotension related to the use of polymethylmethacrylate cement is less than 5%. A significant drop in systolic blood pressure (20 mmHg or more) may occur during the insertion of a cemented femoral component. The use of a long-stem femoral component is a significant risk factor. A number of potential mechanisms contributing to this phenomenon have been suggested. The main cause is believed to be embolization of fat and marrow debris. The other contributing causes may be cement monomer toxicity, anaphylatoxin release, and prostaglandin release. Prevention of this condition includes pulse lavage of the femoral canal, slow introduction of the stem, a vent hole in the bone for long-stem component insertion, and minimal pressurization of cement. Patients suspected of having this condition are typically managed with the use of 100% inhaled O₂, adequate volume replacement, and use of invasive monitoring.

Cardiac reaction to materials

Previously, inflammatory responses to polyethylene wear debris and subsequent osteolysis resulting in pseudotumors are often the first presentation of failure in patients with remote THA. Martin et al reported a rare adverse event following bilateral metal-on-metal (MoM) THA: cardiac cobaltism. They presented a case of mortality associated with Co toxicity secondary to bilateral MoM THA. Not often, patients with MoM THA show high metal ion levels (Co > 20 ppb). Elevated Co levels are currently believed to be the main cause of patient symptomatology in these cases. Co toxicity has been well documented in the reviews and can cause cardiomyopathy, polycythemia, hypothyroidism, and neuropathy complications. The cardiovascular adverse events related to Co toxicity can be severe, and can lead to a condition called dilated cardiomyopathy, which is presented as fatigue and dyspnea for a period of 8 to 40 weeks with higher Co metal ion levels. There are only a few cases of confirmed cardiotoxicity that are associated with Co toxicity in the orthopedic literature, and there is a case represented which is the first attempt to remove the source of Co toxicity by performing revision surgery in this setting. There are numerous suggested treatment choices for Co toxicity; however, there is no unique treatment approach. Isolated Co toxicity might be managed with metal ion chelators, including edetate calcium disodium, sodium 2,3-dimercaptopropane sulfonate, dimercaprol, and N-acetyl-cysteine. Co toxicity has been well defined in the literature and may present as cardiomyopathy, hypothyroidism, polycythemia, and neuropathy. These presentations in the setting of THA are rare, and the majority of reported complications associated with MoM THA are adverse local tissue reactions. Patients should be worked up with metal ion levels and possible confirmatory biopsy if clinically indicated. Treatment should consist of replacement of the CoCr head with a revision ceramic head and titanium sleeve and possible use of chelators in the setting of acute Co toxicity.

Perception and high suspicion are necessary for up-to-date management of metal allergy when it manifests as continuous pain after THA. Although cobalt cardiomyopathy can be dangerous, its symptoms can be resolved and cardiac function can be recovered if patient’s exposure to the metal is stopped immediately. For diagnosis of cobalt exposure, its level in serum should be measured; however, this is not related to severity of cardiotoxic events. Subjects with rapidly developing cardiomyopathy post-surgery, who also have goiter, pericardial effusion, or polycythemia, should be assessed for cobalt exposure. There are some related factors which predispose patients for cobalt cardiomyopathy, including alcohol consumption, low protein dietary, hypothyroidism, and vitamin B1 deficiency. Despite the lack of usage of cobalt as medicine and its rare exposure, clinical characteristics of this cardiomyopathy should be considered for post-surgical patients with cobalt-alloy hip prosthesis.

Surveillance

Recent guidelines suggest early cardiac evaluation, such as electrocardiogram (ECG), only in patients with higher risk of post-surgical cardiac adverse events. However, benefits of using ECG after major surgeries, such as THA, are controversial. In an investigation of patients who had undergone major noncardiac operation or procedures, it was shown that finding a new post-surgical ischemic pattern ECG was an indicator of major adverse cardiac events (6.7%), such as acute MI, cardiac attack, etc, rather than in patients without an ischemic pattern (1.9%). Adjusted multivariate analysis showed that ischemia on post-surgical ECG was an independent predictor of major adverse cardiac events (odds ratio: 2.2, 95% CI: 1.2 to 3.9). It was also shown that high- and low-risk subsets of preoperative Revised Cardiac Risk Index, by ischemic pattern on post-surgical ECG, had a higher risk of major cardiac adverse events. According to this data, it seems that prompt post-surgical ECG is a useful means which can categorize the risk of patients for their cardiac complications even in patients with low probability of cardiac adverse events when undergoing noncardiac surgeries. The postoperative ECG is among the investigations used to detect whether patients had major cardiac complications.
However, immediate postoperative ischemia was related to a higher incidence of not only MI, for which the increased cardiac biomarkers and postoperative electrocardiographic changes were required for the diagnosis, but also non-MI major postoperative cardiac complications, for which the postoperative ECG was not part of the diagnostic criteria. Martinez et al43 performed a prospective, cohort study on 467 high-risk patients requiring noncardiac surgery and mentioned that serial monitoring of cardiac Troponin-I on postoperative days 1, 2, and 3 can help the strategy with the highest diagnostic value for surveillance of MI.

Conclusion
Hip arthroplasty is a common surgical intervention at the hospital where this study was conducted, involving high perioperative risk related to patient’s age and multiple concomitant diseases. Hemodynamic complications vary from slight hypotension during surgery to heart failure and sudden death, particularly if the operation involves a cemented femoral component. Because of the nature of patients undergoing such operations (elderly patients with osteoporosis and scarce cardiopulmonary reserve), the unclear origin of complications, and the lack of consensus on what constitutes adequate monitoring during surgery, hip arthroplasty is problematic for the involved specialists.
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